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Abstract: Recognizing the bonding situations in chemical compounds is of fundamental interest for materials design because this very knowledge allows us to understand the sheer existence of a material and its constituting atoms. Since its definition 25 years ago, the Crystal Orbital Hamilton Population (COHP) method has been established as an efficient and reliable tool to extract the chemical-bonding information based on electronic-structure calculations of various quantum-chemical types. In this review, we present a brief introduction into the theoretical background of the COHP method and illustrate the latter by diverse applications, in particular by looking at representatives of the class of (polar) intermetallic compounds, usually considered as “black sheep” in the light of valence-electron counting schemes.
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1. Introduction

The search for the inmost force which binds the world [1] and its constituents has generated enormous attention among scientists, and early theoretical research on the origin of this force identified a chemical power making atoms combine by so-called “valence bonds” [2]. The introduction of this very idea of valence bonds which arise from the atoms’ valence electrons facilitated the developments of certain concepts, e.g., the octet rule [3], as fundamental relationships needed to rationalize the structural arrangements and the electronic structures of diverse molecules. For the case of solid-state materials, in particular ionic salts, first explorations to establish relationships between the structural arrangements and the electron counts of such solids employed empirical data and resulted in various solid-state rules which, for instance, were based on the ratios of ionic radii, the “strengths” of the electrostatic bonds, and the connectivities between diverse coordination polyhedra [4]. Further research on the distributions of the valence electrons in intermetallic compounds revealed additional notions, e.g., those first proposed by Zintl [5–10] and Hume-Rothery [11–13], respectively, to somehow correlate structural arrangements and the atoms’ electronic nature. Even today, however, the existence of intermetallic compounds for which the electronic structures and, furthermore, the nature of bonding cannot be trivially categorized by applying one of the aforementioned concepts [14,15] underlines the need for different means in order to reveal the bonding nature in such materials.

To determine an unbiased picture of the nature of bonding in a given solid-state material, it seems necessary to extract the chemical bonding information from the electronic band structure that is computed for the respective material by means of a quantum-mechanical technique. For this purpose,
the total energy of a many-particle system, i.e., the sum of the potential and kinetic energy, needs to be calculated solving the time-independent Schrödinger equation \[16\]

\[
H \Psi = E \Psi 
\]  

with \(H\) as the Hamiltonian operator, at least in principle. The wave function \(\Psi\) itself is then given by a properly symmetrized product of one-electron functions, so-called orbitals \(\psi\). In the case of solid-state materials, the one-electron functions \(\psi\) are then constructed following Bloch’s theorem to incorporate the most important crystallographic symmetry: translation \[17\]. During the past nine decades, diverse techniques have been developed to approach the energies in order to construct the electronic band structure and densities-of-states of a given many-particle system \[18\]. The most successful trick to avoid calculating the many-electron wave function \(\Psi\), however, is given by the framework of density-functional theory \[19–21\], the workhorse of numerous of today’s quantum-chemical computer programs. Here, the electron density, \(\rho(r)\), plays a major role in generating an effective potential \(V_{\text{eff}}(r)\) for non-existent pseudo-electrons plus some exchange-correlation correction term. In the end, one needs to solve the single-particle Kohn–Sham equations

\[
\left[ -\frac{1}{2} \nabla^2 + V_{\text{eff}}(r) \right] \psi_i(r) = E_i \psi_i(r) 
\]  

and deals with one-electron \(\psi_i\) pseudo-functions to exactly cover the kinetic energy which is the largest contributor. One approach to eventually obtain the bonding information from the results of the electronic band structure calculations (regardless of wave-function or density-based) is the crystal orbital Hamilton population (COHP) method \[22,23\]. In the framework of the COHP technique, bonding, non-bonding, and antibonding interactions are identified for pairs of atoms (or orbitals) in a given solid-state material. In this review, we will present prototypical applications of the COHP procedure to solid-state materials. The outcome of this survey will demonstrate the efficiency of the method to reveal the actual nature of bonding and, furthermore, the causes for structural preferences in solids.

2. The COHP Method—An Introduction

Before demonstrating the applications of the COHP method for intermetallic compounds, we will provide a brief introduction into that technique. To obtain the energy of a many-particle system by solving the aforementioned Schrödinger or Kohn–Sham equations, one first needs to establish proper one-electron wave functions (orbitals). In the case of molecules consisting of a couple of atoms, these molecular orbitals are given by a linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO)

\[
\psi_i(r) = \sum_A \sum_{\mu=1}^n c_{\mu i} \phi_{\mu}(r), 
\]  

composed of basis functions \(\phi_{\mu}(r)\), i.e., the atomic orbitals of the atoms \(A\), and the mixing coefficients \(c_{\mu i}\). To obtain the energies of molecular systems, the Hamiltonian acts on the respective wave functions—but what is the best wave function among all possible functions? It is the one corresponding to the lowest total energy attainable by the variational principle \[24\]. Hence, the energy is differentiated with respect to the coefficients \(c_{\mu i} \left( \partial E/\partial c_{\mu i} \right) \) leading to the secular determinant

\[
\sum_A \sum_B \sum_{\mu} \sum_{\nu} c_{\mu i}^* c_{\nu i} H_{\mu \nu} - \sum_A \sum_B \sum_{\mu} \sum_{\nu} c_{\mu i}^* c_{\nu i} S_{\mu \nu} E_i = 0, 
\]  

with \(H_{\mu \nu} = \langle \phi_{\mu} | H | \phi_{\nu} \rangle\) and \(S_{\mu \nu} = \langle \phi_{\mu} | \phi_{\nu} \rangle\) representing the on-site and off-site entries of the Hamiltonian and overlap matrices. In particular, \(H_{\mu \mu} (\mu = \nu)\) contain the on-site or Coulomb integrals,
$H_{\mu\nu} (\mu \neq \nu)$ are the off-site, hopping, interaction or resonance integrals, and $S_{\mu\nu}$ represents the overlap integrals. Note that we use the Dirac bracket notation, in which $\phi_{\mu}$ represent the conjugate complex wave functions, because $\phi$ can (and will be) a complex function including an imaginary part.

While the aforementioned procedure allows determining the energies of a given molecular system, at this point, one may wonder how the assignments of electrons to particular orbitals thereby providing information about the electron distribution can be accomplished. The numbers of electrons residing in the entire molecule and its molecular orbitals is given by

$$N = \sum_A \sum_{\mu \in A} m_i f_i c_{\mu i}^2 + 2 \sum_{A > A} \sum_{\mu \in A} \sum_v \sum_{\nu \in B} m_i f_i c_{\mu i} c_{\nu i} S_{\mu\nu}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$= \sum_A \sum_{\mu \in A} \sum_i f_i \left( c_{\mu i}^2 + \sum_{B \neq A} \sum_v c_{\mu i} c_{\nu i} S_{\mu\nu} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

with $f_i$ as the occupation numbers, which can be 0, 1, or 2. The first term of the Equation (5) represents the net populations, while the second one contains the overlap populations. Furthermore, the sum of both terms shown in the Equation (6) comprises the gross populations, following an early suggestion of Mulliken.

While the LCAO ansatz is used to solve Schrödinger’s equation for molecules, the wave functions employed to solve Schrödinger’s or the Kohn–Sham equations for solid-state materials are constructed based on Bloch’s theorem [17]

$$\psi(k, r + T) = e^{i k T} \psi(k, r),$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

with $T$ as some lattice vector commutating with the Hamiltonian, $\psi(k, r)$ as the crystal orbital at a specific site $r$, and $k$ as a new quantum number from reciprocal space. Without doubt, this is the most important theorem of theoretical solid-state science. The requirement of translational symmetry for constructing the wave functions fulfilling Bloch’s theorem also demands that the crystal structure of a given material does not comprise any atomic sites showing positional or occupational disorders. Because the crystal structures of certain intermetallic compounds do comprise positionally or occupationally disordered sites (see Sections 3.2 and 3.3), it is necessary to examine the electronic structures of models approximating the actual crystal structures of such materials. To obtain numbers of electrons occupying the crystal orbitals in a given solid-state material, the $k$-dependence of mixing coefficients $c_{\mu i}$ and $c_{\nu i}$ needs to be taken into consideration, leading to the $k$-dependent density matrix

$$P_{\mu\nu}(k) = \sum_i f_i c_{\mu i}^*(k) c_{\nu i}(k)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Inserting Equation (8) in the Equations (5) and (6), respectively, and taking $\int P_{\mu\nu}(k) dk = P_{\mu\nu}$ into account results in

$$N = \sum_A \sum_{\mu \in A} P_{\mu\mu} + 2 \sum_{A > A} \sum_{\mu \in A} \sum_v \sum_{\nu \in B} \text{Re}[P_{\mu\nu} S_{\mu\nu}]$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)
\[ N = \int_{-\infty}^{\epsilon_F} \sum_{\mu \in A} \sum_{\mu \in A} \left( P_{\mu \mu}(E) dE + \sum_{\nu \in B, \nu \neq A} \sum_{\mu \in A} \sum_{\mu \in A} \sum_{\nu \in B} \text{Re}[P_{\mu \nu}(E) S_{\mu \nu}] dE \right) \]

The (second) off-diagonal contribution of the gross population in Equation (14), i.e., \( \text{Re}[P_{\mu \nu}(E) S_{\mu \nu}] \), comprises the overlap-population-weighted densities-of-states and, hence, provides the essential information regarding the distributions of the electrons between the atoms in any given solid-state material. This very technique to extract the bonding information based on the overlap-population-weighted densities-of-states has been dubbed as the crystal orbital overlap population (COOP) method [25]. In the framework of the COOP method, bonding and antibonding interactions are represented by positive and negative COOP values, respectively, while nonbonding interactions are indicated by zero COOPs. The COOP method has been largely employed for electronic-structure computations based on the semiempirical extended Hückel theory (EHT), which is principally equivalent to the empirical tight-binding approach including overlap [26]. In the EHT case, only the valence orbital are taken into account. In addition, certain entries of the secular determinant Equation (4), in particular, those of the interaction \( (H_{\mu \nu}) \) integrals, are parameterized; to do so, the interaction matrix elements are determined solving the Wolfsberg–Helmholz formula [27] that employs Coulomb matrix elements \( (H_{\mu \mu}) \) evolved from experimentally determined ionization potentials, while the overlap matrix elements are calculated utilizing Slater-type orbitals.

As denoted in the previous paragraph, theoretically determining the ground state of a given solid-state system can be carried out by different approaches, and the computational challenges arising from the notorious electron–electron interactions can be so tremendous that they easily overcome today’s (and also tomorrow’s) available computational resources [18]. To nonetheless come to numerically powerful solutions of this problem, it has turned out extraordinarily convenient to concentrate on the electron density \( \rho(r) \) which arises from effective one-electron wave functions (orbitals) \( \psi_i(r) \) in the framework of density-functional-theory [19–21] (DFT), leading to
\[ \rho(r) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} |\psi_i(r)|^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (15)

Using DFT jargon, the total energy \( E \) is a functional of the electron density \( \rho \) because the latter depends on the spatial coordinates \( r \) (i.e., a functional is a function which also depends on a function). To make DFT succeed, one sets up a pseudo-system of non-interacting electrons of the same density and adds a correction term for exchange and correlation. So, the effective potential \( V_{\text{eff}}(r) \) employed in DFT computations (see Equation (2)) is the sum of the external potential \( V_{\text{ext}}(r) = \) the Coulomb potential from the nuclei, the so-called Hartree potential of the electrons \( V_{\text{Hartree}}(r) \), and the exchange-correlation potential \( V_{\text{XC}}(r) \), a correction term:

\[
V_{\text{eff}}(r) = V_{\text{ext}}(r) + V_{\text{Hartree}}(r) + V_{\text{XC}}(r)
\]

(16)

\[
V_{\text{eff}}(r) = V_{\text{ext}}(r) + \int \frac{\rho(r')}{|r-r'|} d^3r' + \frac{\delta E_{\text{XC}}}{\delta \rho(r)}
\]

(17)

Trivially, the accuracy of any DFT calculation mostly depends on the quality of \( V_{\text{XC}}(r) \). As basis sets, solid-state people typically use plane waves and related functions fulfilling Bloch’s theorem Equation (7); traditionally, methods based on cellular (augmentation) techniques to separate outer and inner parts of the individual atoms were used early on [18]. Particularly, these techniques are based on the concept to first solve Schrödinger’s equation for a single atom within one cell and, subsequently, to glue the energy-dependent atomic functions (that is, the numerically derived atomic orbitals) together with those located on neighboring atoms. In this connection, it is convenient to define muffin-tin spheres being boundaries between the potentials in the regions close to the nuclei and the (zero) potentials in the interstitial regions. Accordingly, two-region potentials are obtained, and the wave functions which are constructed following the augmented-plane wave method [28] can be depicted as hybrid functions composed of atomic functions inside the muffin-tin spheres and single plane waves outside these spheres; however, the computations are slow because of the energy-dependence of the augmented plane waves, hence no simple diagonalization. To drastically enhance the speed of the computations, Taylor series of the energy for the radial parts of the functions within the spheres were developed and then truncated after the second term [29]. This approach (and its modifications) to compute the electronic structures in solid-state materials has been implemented in diverse quantum-mechanical techniques dubbed as linear methods including the (Full-potential) Linearized Augmented Plane-Wave, (F)LAPW, and Linearized Muffin-Tin Orbital, LMTO, methods. More recently, a related approach named Projector-Augmented Wave (PAW) method [30] has been introduced. In this (all-electron) technique, pseudopotentials (also dubbed effective core potentials) replace the ion-electron potentials and are optimized during the computations utilizing full wave functions. At this stage, one may wonder how the nature of covalent (hence, localized) bonding in solid-state materials may be interpreted based on the results of density-functional-theory-based computations, in particular for the reason that the use of essentially delocalized plane waves hinders the extractions of information regarding the bonding from the calculations [18]. We will come back to this point shortly.

Because extracting the bonding information from the electronic-structure computations strongly depends on the types of employed orbitals in the case of the aforementioned extended-Hückel based COOP method, applying this procedure to the results of various DFT computations with whatever kind of bases sets is rather problematic [22]. To nonetheless gain the bonding information from DFT, it is more appropriate to partition the band-structure energy leading to the Hamilton-matrix-weighted densities-of-states as shown in the following [22].

Under consideration of the secular determinant Equation (4), which can be transformed to

\[
\sum_A \sum_B \sum_\mu \sum_\nu c^*_\mu c_\nu H_{\mu\nu} = \sum_A \sum_B \sum_\mu \sum_\nu c^*_\mu c_\nu S_{\mu\nu}E_{\nu}
\]

(18)

it is plausible that the overlap integrals used to define the overlap-population-weighted
densities-of-states in the Equation (14) can be replaced by the Hamilton matrix elements; however,
it should be noted that a straightforward transformation which might be implied by the relation
in the Equation (18) cannot be made. Nonetheless, using an analogy to the aforementioned
overlap-population-weighted densities-of-states, the densities-of-states matrix Equation (11) is
weighted by the Hamilton matrix elements resulting in the Crystal Orbital Hamilton Populations
(COHP), according to

$$
\sum_A \sum_{\mu} \sum_B \sum_{\nu} H_{\mu\nu} \sum_i f_i^\mu c_i^{\mu\dagger} \delta(t - \epsilon_i) = \sum_A \sum_{\mu} \sum_B \sum_{\nu} H_{\mu\nu} P_{\mu\nu}(E) = \sum_A \sum_{\mu} \sum_B \sum_{\nu} \sum \text{COHP}_{\mu\nu}(E)
$$

Because the off-site COHP terms (A \(\neq\) B) originate from the interactions between the pairs of
atoms in a given solid-state structure, these contributions are generally taken into consideration for
the bonding analyses. More recently, a generalized variant of the COHP dubbed Density-of-Energy
(DOE) function has been introduced [31]. In the DOE function, the (interatomic) off-site as well as the
(atomic) on-site contributions are included such that the entire band energy can be obtained from the
energy integral of the DOE function

$$
E_{\text{band}} = \int_{-\infty}^{\epsilon_F} \text{DOE}(E) dE.
$$

In contrast to the COOP method, bonding and antibonding interactions are represented by
negative and positive values of the COHP, respectively, while non-bonding interactions are indicated
by zero values of the COHP. Somewhat simplified, a positive COOP denotes bonding, just like a
negative COHP; in case one plots \(-\text{COHP}\) data, the shape of the two functions look similar, with
bonding spikes to the right. Furthermore, a direct comparison between the COHP values of compounds
with dissimilar compositions cannot be made, because the average electrostatic potential in each
density-functional-theory-based computation is set to an arbitrary ‘zero’ energy, whose relative
position can vary from system to system [18]. To identify the differences between the bonding
situations in compounds with dissimilar compositions, the cumulative ICOHP/cell, i.e., the sum of
the ICOHP/bond values of the nearest neighboring interactions weighted by the respective bond
frequencies, are typically projected as the percentage contributions to the net bonding capacities
(examples of this procedure have been provided in the Section 3).

The COHP technique has been first implemented in programs employing LMTO-based methods
(see above) to compute the electronic structures of solid-state materials [22]. In a sense, LMTO theory
introduced first-principles techniques to solid-state chemistry. This is because the COHP approach
requires the use of crystal orbitals derived from local basis sets, the LMTO success ingredient. The more
popular and essentially delocalized plane-wave-based computations of today, however, are blind
for chemical-bonding analysis, so one first needs to reconstruct both Hamilton and overlap matrix
elements using auxiliary atomic orbitals. In other words, such information may be projected from plane
waves by means of the projected Crystal Orbital Hamilton Population (pCOHP) technique, a modern
descendant of the COHP method [23]. The pCOHP technique has been implemented in the Local
Orbital Basis Suite Towards Electronic-Structure Reconstruction (LOBSTER) program being available at
www.cohp.de free of charge and compatible with a growing list of quantum-mechanical programs
(VASP [32–36], ABINIT [37–40], Quantum ESPRESSO [41,42]) to extract the information regarding the
nature of bonding from the electronic-structure computations [22,23,43,44].

After this brief introduction into the theoretical background of the COHP method, we will now
present some applications for the examples of diverse intermetallic compounds to show the strengths
of this technique in revealing the bonding situations in solid-state materials (Figure 1).
vertices, edges and faces to assemble oligomers, chains, and sheets (Figure 1) [48,50–55]. As an outcome, Crystals 2018 oligomers, chains, and sheets showing more metal–metal condensation and bonding need to be orbital ansatz [49], yet, the bonding situations of interstitially centered transition-metal cluster isolated transition-metal clusters enclosing endohedral atoms can be described based on a molecular interstitial–transition-metal bonds evolve [49]. While the electronic structures and bonding motifs of a transition-metal atom cluster is affected by the incorporation of an endohedral atom. In fact, this group of materials has been assigned to the class of the polar intermetallic compounds [15]. these compounds comprise oxidized networks of metals surrounded by monoatomic ligands such that solely by halide ligands (such types of clusters are typically classified as ‘isolated’), or to share common these rare-earth metal clusters encapsulating the interstitials have been observed to be surrounded transition-metal clusters enclosing endohedral atoms, so-called ‘interstitials’ [48,50–55]. Furthermore, these rare-earth metal clusters encapsulating the interstitials have been observed to be surrounded solely by halide ligands (such types of clusters are typically classified as ‘isolated’), or to share common vertices, edges and faces to assemble oligomers, chains, and sheets (Figure 1) [48,50–55]. As an outcome, these compounds comprise oxidized networks of metals surrounded by monoatomic ligands such that this group of materials has been assigned to the class of the polar intermetallic compounds [15].

To date, a broad variety of elements including transition-metal as well as main-group elements has been observed to be incorporated in the centers of the rare-earth clusters [54,55]. At that point, one may wonder how the electronic structure and the bonding situation typically expected for a transition-metal atom cluster is affected by the incorporation of an endohedral atom. In fact, the orbitals of the interstitials combine with the transition-metal cluster-based orbitals such that interstitial–transition-metal bonds evolve [49]. While the electronic structures and bonding motifs of isolated transition-metal clusters enclosing endohedral atoms can be described based on a molecular orbital ansatz [49], yet, the bonding situations of interstitially centered transition-metal cluster oligomers, chains, and sheets showing more metal–metal condensation and bonding need to be

3. Applications of the COHP Method to Intermetallic Compounds

3.1. Rare-Earth Transition-Metal Halides as Anti-Werner-Fashioned Complexes

Explorative research on the phase diagrams for the oxides and halides of the vanadium- to manganese-group elements revealed the existence of so-called “reduced” transition-metal halides and oxides, whose crystal structures comprise transition-metal building units of polyhedral forms dubbed as metal atom clusters [46–48]. In particular, the excess valence electrons of the transition metals, which do not participate in transition-metal–halide bonding, are distributed in transition-metal–transition-metal bonds formed by the d-orbitals of the metal atoms within the clusters [49]. Additional research on the phase diagrams for the halides of the scandium- to titanium-group elements being exceptionally poor in electron density identified halides composed of transition-metal clusters enclosing endohedral atoms, so-called ‘interstitials’ [48,50–55]. Furthermore, these rare-earth metal clusters encapsulating the interstitials have been observed to be surrounded solely by halide ligands (such types of clusters are typically classified as ‘isolated’), or to share common vertices, edges and faces to assemble oligomers, chains, and sheets (Figure 1) [48,50–55]. As an outcome, these compounds comprise oxidized networks of metals surrounded by monoatomic ligands such that this group of materials has been assigned to the class of the polar intermetallic compounds [15].
examined based on the electronic band structures of these materials. In the following, we will provide a survey of analyses employing the COHP method to determine the bonding motifs for the examples of the most prolific representatives of the transition-metal (T) centered rare-earth (R) cluster halides (X).

A large number of halides which are composed of isolated rare-earth clusters encapsulating transition-metal atoms has been identified to adopt the [TR₆]X₉₀ and [TR₆]X₁₂R types of structure (note that the brackets define the components of the clusters) [56–58]. In particular, the endohedral transition-metal atoms which can be an element from the manganese- to zinc-groups for the [TR₆]X₁₂R-type and from the iron- to nickel-groups for the [TR₆]X₁₀-type are coordinated by octahedra constituted by the rare-earth atoms, while all edges of the octahedral [TR₆] clusters are capped by halide ligands. The electronic structures and bonding situations in the isolated [TR₆] clusters may be depicted by the aforementioned molecular orbital (MO) theory-based approach, for which the interstitial-based valence orbitals, i.e., the d-orbitals in the forms of t₂₈ and e₅ sets, are combined with the fragment orbitals constituted by the rare-earth metal d-orbitals in the skeleton of the clusters (Figure 2) [56, 57, 59, 60]. The results of the MO-theory-based computations on isolated empty and filled transition-metal clusters helped to substantiate electron-counting schemes which address the numbers of cluster-based electrons (CBEs) being available for the metal–metal bonds within the clusters. More specifically, the totals of the CBEs are usually obtained by subtracting the numbers of halide ligands from the sums of transition-metal valence electrons. While closed-shell configurations are achieved typically for counts of 16 CBEs in empty octahedral transition-metal clusters whose edges are capped by halide ligands [61], the outcome of the MO-theory-based examinations for the transition-metal-centered rare-earth clusters revealed that closed-shell configurations are accomplished for 18 CBEs (Figure 2) [56, 57]. For instance, a closed-shell configuration is expected for the previously identified [CoY₆]₁₂Y, for which an application of the electron-counting scheme yields a total of 18 CBEs (= 9 + 7.3 – 12); however, the observed ranges of transition-metals being incorporated in the rare-earth clusters indicate certain electronic flexibilities. Chemical bonding analysis based on the COHP curves of a number of [TR₆]X₁₀-type compounds demonstrated that the bond energy is optimized for a halide with a nickel-group interstitial in agreement with the outcome of the previous MO-theory-based calculations [58]. Furthermore, the bonding within the octahedral [TR₆] clusters was shown to be dominated by the heteroatomic T–R interactions besides much lesser R–R bonding [58].

![Figure 2.](image)

**Figure 2.** (a) Molecular-orbital scheme of an isolated transition-metal (T) centered rare-earth (R) cluster enclosed by halide ligands (X): the cluster-based orbitals (middle) are constructed by the valence orbitals of the endohedral transition-metal atom (right) and the fragment orbitals of the rare-earth skeleton (left). (b) COHP curves of the homoatomic and heteroatomic interactions for two structurally different representatives of the [TR₃]X₃-type, whose crystal structures comprise chains of transition-metal-centered rare-earth clusters (see main text): the Fermi levels, Eₕ, are represented by the black horizontal lines. Parts of that figure are adapted from reference [45].
Among the group of rare-earth transition-metal halides composed of cluster oligomers, the crystal structures of a large number of compounds have been identified to contain one particular type of tetramer, \([T_4R_{16}]\) (Figure 1). In particular, this sort of tetramer has been observed for the crystal structures of four different types of rare-earth transition-metal halides, that are, the \([T_4R_{16}]X_{28}[R_4]\) [62], \([T_4R_{16}]X_{20}\) [63], \([T_4R_{16}]X_{24}[RX_3]_4\) [64], and \([T_4R_{16}]X_{24}\) [64] types of structure. The tetramers consist of pairs of dimers, i.e., two transition-metal centered octahedral rare-earth clusters sharing one common edge, which are positioned perpendicular to each other and condensed via four joint edges. The \([T_4R_{16}]\) units are enclosed by 36 halide ligands, and their \(R_{16}\) fragments can also be depicted as all-vertices-truncated supertetrahedra or Friauf-polyhedra. An examination [65] of the hitherto identified rare-earth transition-metal halides whose crystal structures comprise such tetramers suggested that the maximum numbers of CBEs for intracluster bonding are attained for totals of 15 electrons per transition-metal centered rare-earth octahedron. Examinations [66] of the electronic structures for diverse halides composed of these tetramers bared that the Fermi levels fall into gaps corresponding to closed-shell configurations in halides for which CBE counts of 15 electrons per \([TR_6]\) cluster are achieved. An additional bonding analysis [66] based on the COHP curves and their integrated values (Table 1) indicates that the majority of the bonding interactions reside between the heteroatomic \(R−T\) as well as \(R−X\) separations, whereas the homoatomic \(R−R\) and \(T−T\) interactions play minor, but evident roles.

The group of rare-earth transition-metal halides with the net formula \([TR_3]X_3\) has emerged as a prolific class of compounds comprising cluster chains. To date, five different structure types have been identified for this group: the cubic \([PtPr_3]I_3\)-type [67], the tetragonal \([NiLa_3]Br_3\)-type [68], the orthorhombic \([RuPr_3]Cl_3\)-type [69], and two independent monoclinic types of structure, i.e., the \([RuPr_3]I_3\) and \([IrY_3]I_3\) types of structure [70] (Figure 1). In particular, the monoclinic \([RuPr_3]I_3\)-type has been observed solely for bromides and iodides which comprise early lanthanide clusters (\(R = La−Pr\)) containing iron-group elements, while the cubic \([PtPr_3]I_3\)-type has been identified for early lanthanide (\(R = La−Pr\)) cluster bromides and iodides containing elements from the iron- to copper-groups as endohedral atoms [71]. In the crystal structure of the monoclinic \([RuPr_3]I_3\)-type, the octahedral \([TR_6]\) clusters share four common edges with neighboring clusters forming biocatahedral chains, whereas the \([TR_6]\) octahedra in the cubic \([PtPr_3]I_3\)-type structure condense via three common edges with other \([TR_6]\) clusters to helical chains. The existence of the cubic \([PtPr_3]I_3\) and monoclinic \([RuPr_3]I_3\) types of structures for systems with iron-group elements as endohedral atoms suggests that there is a competition to adopt the respective type of structure. An examination [72] of the electronic band structures for two isocompositional bromides of both \([TR_3]X_3\)-types reveals that the Fermi level of the cubic compound falls in a maximum of the densities-of-states (DOS), while the Fermi level in the monoclinic representative resides in a gap. Because the location of the Fermi level at a peak of the DOS curves typically indicates an electronically unfavorable situation, the monoclinic \([RuPr_3]I_3\)-type structure should be preferred. Why, then, do we observe a competition between the monoclinic \([RuPr_3]I_3\)-type and the cubic \([PtPr_3]I_3\)-type for early lanthanide cluster bromides and iodides comprising iron-group elements as interstitials?
A chemical bonding analysis based on the COHP curves (Figure 2) and their integrated values (ICOHP; Table 1) for both compounds reveals that the transition-metal centered rare-earth clusters can also be described as Werner-type complexes, the results of the bonding analyses imply that the transition-metal centered rare-earth cluster halides indicate the dominant role of the heteroatomic $R−T$ and $R−X$ interactions in these materials. Under consideration of the topologies and polarities in Werner-type complexes, the results of the bonding analyses imply that the transition-metal centered rare-earth clusters can also be described as...
anti-Werner complexes, in which the central atoms have higher electronegativities than the surrounding ligands [54].

3.2. The Bonding Situations in Electron-Poorer Polar Intermetallics Containing Gold

As signaled in the previous section for the examples of the isolated transition-metal cluster halides, there have been different approaches to develop effective electron counting rules, which were considered to help recognizing bonds in solid state materials [76]. For instance, Wade’s rules [77,78] or the Zintl concept [5–10] are prominent electron-counting schemes being typically applied to recognize the valence bonds in solid-state materials with polyanionic clusters and monoatomic counterions. More recent research on the components of the active-metal (main-groups I, II, and the scandium-group elements)—gold—post-transition-metal systems identified several materials composed of polyanionic clusters possessing fewer valence electrons relative to those in Zintl phases [15]. In fact, the valence-electron concentrations of these materials called electron-poorer intermetallics place them close to the Hume–Rothery phases [11–13]. (Figure 3; a list of e/a ratios is provided in Table 2) [79] The propensity of gold to be incorporated in these polyanionic clusters and to contribute in hetero- as well as homoatomic bonding is expected to stem from the impact of relativistic effects [80–83] leading to a tighter binding of the 6s orbitals to the Au atom, a less tight binding of the 5d orbitals, and, ultimately, more 6s−5d orbital mixing. In a lack of electron counting rules, which help to recognize the bonds in these materials, the information of the locations and types of bonds in the electron-poorer intermetallics need to be gained from the computed electronic band structures. In this section, we present a number of examples, in which the locations and types of bonds were revealed with the aid of the COHP method.

Based on the topologies of the polyanionic clusters, each of the ternary compounds composed of an active-metal, gold, and a post-transition-metal can be assigned to one of the three following groups: (I) compounds composed of one-dimensional polyanionic tunnels; (II) intermetallics constructed of hexagonal-diamond-fashioned polyanionic networks; and (III) compounds comprising polyanionic clusters in the forms of diverse (types of) polyhedra. Because the crystal structures of certain electron-poorer intermetallics presented in this survey possess atomic positions exhibiting occupational and/or positional disorders, the electronic band-structure calculations and bonding analyses were accomplished based on hypothetical models that approximate the actual crystal structures and usually show the lowest total energies. To develop a starting model for materials with disordered atomic sites, it is convenient to screen diverse feasible models for the scheme with the lowest total energy, because the structure model that shows the lowest total energy (and electronic as well as dynamic stability) among diverse possible models is considered to be the most preferable to approximate the experimentally determined model [85–87]. Detailed information regarding the structure determinations, the crystal structures, and generating the hypothetical models employed for the electronic band structure computations may be extracted from the respective references.
Table 2. Average–ICOHP/bond values (eV/bond) and percentage contributions to the net bonding capabilities of the homoatomic Au—Au and post-transition-metal—post-transition-metal as well as heteroatomic Au—post-transition-metal interactions for diverse active-metal-poor polar intermetallics consisting of an active-metal (main-groups I, II, and scandium-group elements), gold and a post-transition-metal. The valence-electron concentrations (e/a) are given in the second column, while details regarding the quantum-chemical calculations and the crystal structures of the respective compounds may be extracted from the references listed in the last column [45].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>e/a</th>
<th>Parent Compound</th>
<th>Disordered?</th>
<th>Homoatomic Contacts Ave. – ICOHP/Bond %</th>
<th>Heteroatomic Contacts Ave. – ICOHP/Bond %</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EuAu3In</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>y/EuAu3.0In1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>Au–Au: 0.79 57.1 Au–In: 0.81 36.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>[88]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAu3Ga</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>y/KAu3.1Ga1.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>Au–Au: 0.79 Ga–Ga: 0.55 20.1 5.6</td>
<td>Au–Ga: 1.18 72.2</td>
<td>[89]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RbAu3Ga</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td>Au–Au: 0.66 Ga–Ga: 0.53 17.7 5.7</td>
<td>Au–Ga: 1.17 75.4</td>
<td>[90]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na3Au3Ga2</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>y/Na3Au3.2Ga2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Au–Au: 1.00 Ga–Ga: 0.63 10.2 6.5</td>
<td>Au–Ga: 1.31 80.9</td>
<td>[90]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K3Au2Ga2</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>y/K3Au2.1Ga2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Au–Au: 0.97 Ga–Ga: 0.51 8.5 4.4</td>
<td>Au–Ga: 1.64 85.7</td>
<td>[89]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rb3Au2Ga2</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>y/Rb3Au2.1Ga2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Au–Au: 1.02 Ga–Ga: 0.62 9.9 5.9</td>
<td>Au–Ga: 1.43 83.1</td>
<td>[90]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaAu3Ga4</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ga–Ga: 1.04 Au–Ga: 1.20 20.0 17.3</td>
<td>Au–Ga: 1.73 72.2</td>
<td>[91]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAu2Ga4</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>y/KAu2.2Ga3.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>Au–Au: 1.04 Ga–Ga: 1.20 1.6 22.7</td>
<td>Au–Ga: 1.88 71.3</td>
<td>[89]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CsAu3Ga9</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td>Au–Ga: 0.59 Ga–Ga: 0.48 2.7 16.2</td>
<td>Au–Ga: 1.42 78.8</td>
<td>[92]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compounds with disordered contacts in the forms of 1D tunnels in the crystal structures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>e/a</th>
<th>Parent Compound</th>
<th>Disordered?</th>
<th>Homoatomic Contacts Ave. – ICOHP/Bond %</th>
<th>Heteroatomic Contacts Ave. – ICOHP/Bond %</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sr2Au7Zn2</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>y/Sr2Au6(Au,Zn)3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Au–Zn: 1.02 Zn–Zn: 0.56 40.5 1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>[93]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr2Au7Al2</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>y/Sr2Au7.3Al1.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>Au–Al: 1.65 Al–Al: 1.26 32.0 2.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>[94]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SrAu5Al2</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>y/SrAu5.05Al1.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>Au–Al: 1.61 Al–Al: 0.71 32.0 1.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>[94]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr2Au6Al3</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>y/Sr2Au6.2Al2.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>Au–Al: 1.68 Al–Al: 1.56 21.5 7.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>[94]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SrAu4Al3</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>y/SrAu4.1Al2.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>Au–Al: 1.61 Al–Al: 1.48 17.0 8.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>[94]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compounds with hexagonal diamond-type networks as anionic fragments in the crystal structures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>e/a</th>
<th>Parent Compound</th>
<th>Disordered?</th>
<th>Homoatomic Contacts Ave. – ICOHP/Bond %</th>
<th>Heteroatomic Contacts Ave. – ICOHP/Bond %</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K12Au2Sn4</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td>Au–Au: 1.22 Ga–Ga: 1.49 31.9 5.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>[95]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na3Au1Ga6</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>y/Na3Au1.2Ga6.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>Au–Ga: 1.71 Ga–Ga: 0.51 27.9 1.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>[96]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaAu3Ga2</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td>Au–Ga: 1.61 Ga–Ga: 0.51 27.9 1.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>[91]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y3Au2Sb</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td>Au–Sb: 1.06 Sb–Sb: 0.51 51.7 1.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>[97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaAu4Bi</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>y/CaAu4.1Bi3.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>Au–Bi: 0.54 Bi–Bi: 0.40 57.5 11.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>[98]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EuAu6Al6</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>y/EuAu6.1Al5.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>Au–Al: 1.58 Al–Al: 0.95 11.6 10.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>[99]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EuAu6Ga6</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>y/EuAu6.2Ga5.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>Au–Ga: 1.40 Ga–Ga: 0.91 11.2 11.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>[99]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na3Au10Ga16</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td>Au–Ga: 1.67 Ga–Ga: 1.10 0.8 22.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>[91]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y3Au2Sn3</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td>Au–Sn: 1.33 Sn–Sn: 0.78 22.2 11.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>[100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gd3Au2Sn3</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td>Au–Sn: 1.31 Sn–Sn: 0.78 21.9 11.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>[100]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The crystal structures of the polar intermetallic compounds belonging to the first of the three categories are composed of cages which are assembled by the gold and post-transition-metal atoms and condensed along a particular crystallographic direction to yield one-dimensional tunnels. These cages enclose the active-metals that are stringed along, or slightly displaced from, the axes running through the one-dimensional tunnels parallel to the given crystallographic paths such that the cages and the encased active-metals may show certain shifts from perfect linear chains for some of the representatives. For instance, the crystal structure of \( \text{Sr}_3\text{Au}_8\text{Sn}_3 \) \([101]\) contains one-dimensional tunnels of pentagonal and hexagonal prisms that are assembled by the gold and tin atoms and surround the strontium atoms (Figure 4). A chemical-bonding analysis based on the COHP curves for this material indicates that a structural transformation from a high-temperature to a low-temperature polymorph of this compound is influenced by the trend to optimize the \( \text{Au}–\text{Au} \) and \( \text{Au}–\text{Sn} \) bonding interactions. The gold-rich \( \text{K}_{1.8}\text{Au}_6\text{In}_4 \) \([102]\) is another example of a polar intermetallic compound composed of one-dimensional tunnels which are constructed by the gold and post-transition-metal atoms (Figure 4). An examination based on the ICOHP values for this compound denoted considerable \( \text{Au}–\text{In} \) bonding interactions besides weaker, but evident, homoatomic interactions. Notably, a survey of the average ICOHP/bond values and their percentages to the net bonding capabilities for the \( \text{Au}/\text{post-transition-metal}–\text{Au}/\text{post-transition-metal} \) interactions in polar intermetallics with one-dimensional polyanionic tunnels in their crystal structures brings to light that the largest ICOHP/bond values and percentage contributions typically stem for the heteroatomic contacts (Table 2).

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4.** Representations of the crystal structures of (a) \( \text{K}_{1.8}\text{Au}_6\text{In}_4 \) and (b) \( \text{Sr}_3\text{Au}_8\text{Sn}_3 \), in which the gold (yellow) and post-transition-metal atoms (blue) assemble tunnels encompassing the active-metal atoms (red).

The second of the three aforementioned classes of polar intermetallic compounds contains those materials composed of hexagonal diamond-like gold networks, which have so far been identified to be present in the crystal structures of four different types of polar intermetallics with diverse combinations of post-transition-elements (\( \text{Zn}, \text{Cd}, \text{Al}, \text{Ga}, \text{In}, \) or \( \text{Sn} \)) and active-metals (\( \text{Sr}, \text{Ba}, \text{Eu} \)) \([93,94,103–107]\). The cavities within the hexagonal-diamond-like gold networks encompass the active-metal atoms, or triangles assembled by extra gold and post-transition-metal atoms (Figure 5). The COHP curves and their respective integrated values have been examined for diverse types of polar intermetallics containing hexagonal-diamond-type gold networks (see Table 2 for reported ICOHP/bond values and the respective percentages). For instance, an investigation \([107]\) of the COHP curves for \( \text{BaAu}_5\text{Ga}_2 \) and \( \text{BaAu}_5\text{Ga}_3 \) bared that the broad majority of the bonding interactions resides between the \( \text{Au}–\text{Au} \) and \( \text{Au}–\text{Ga} \) interactions. In that connection, it is remarkable that the contributions of the homoatomic and heteroatomic contacts within the hexagonal-diamond-type networks and triangles are comparable for some of these compounds, while the largest percentages to
the total bonding capabilities in the electron-poorer intermetallics often stem from the heteroatomic gold–post-transition-metal interactions (see Table 2).

![Figure 5.](https://example.com/figure5.png)

The third class of three aforementioned groups of electron-poorer polar intermetallics contains those compounds whose crystal structures feature polyhedral clusters of the anionic components surrounding the active-metal and/or extra gold or post-transition-metal atoms. In particular, these compounds cannot be assigned to one of the other groups based on the spatial arrangements of the polyanionic clusters in the crystal structures of these polar intermetallics. Because of the complexity of the crystal structures showing defects such as disorders of vacancies, some components of this
group can also be assigned to the broad family of complex metallic alloys [108,109]. For instance, the crystal structures of EuAu_{11}Al_{5.9} and EuAu_{6.2}Ga_{5.8} are both derived from the NaZn_{13}-type and include icosahedra, tetrahedral stars, and europium-centered snub cubes formed by the gold and post-transition-metal atoms (Figure 5) [99]. An examination of the COHP curves and ICOHP values for models approximating the real crystal structures of these intermetallics demonstrates that the driving force stabilizing these materials stems from the maximization of the amounts of the heteroatomic Au–post-transition-metal contacts. More recent research on the sodium–gold–gallium system identified an icosahedral (Bergman-type) quasicrystal, i.e., Na_{13}Au_{12}Ga_{15}, for which a COHP bonding analysis revealed extensive Au/post-transition-metal–Au/post-transition-metal bonding and, also, contributions from sodium in delocalized metal–metal bonding [84]. Additional investigations of the sodium–gold–gallium system resulted in the discoveries of a series of intermetallics, i.e., Na_{6}Au_{10.1}Ga_{6.9}, NaAu_{6}Ga_{2}, and NaAu_{10}Ga_{6}, composed of diverse sorts of polyhedra that are constituted by the gold and gallium atoms and enclose the sodium atoms [91,96]. The chemical bonding analyses were accomplished by means of the COHP method for these intermetallic compounds and exhibited extensive gold/post-transition-metal–gold/post-transition-metal bonding for these materials. CaAu_{4.1}Bi_{0.9} is an example of a polar intermetallic compound, in which the largest percentages of the cumulative ICOHP per cell to the total bonding capabilities originate from the Au–Au interactions [98]. The crystal structure of the bismuth-containing intermetallic is derived from the MgCu_{2}-type and constructed of networks of vertices-sharing gold tetrahedra enclosing the calcium and bismuth atoms. Notably, the structural motif of vertices-sharing gold tetrahedra has also been encountered for other types of polar intermetallics as, e.g., K_{12}Au_{20}Sn_{4} [95,110] Furthermore, gold clusters have been identified for the crystal structures of R_{3}Au_{2}Sn_{3} (R = Y, Gd) and Y_{3}Au_{2}Sb, in which the gold atoms assemble trigonal prisms and antiprisms enclosing extra gold and post-transition-metal atoms, respectively [97,100]. In the antimony-containing compound, the largest percentage contributions of the cumulative ICOHP per cell to the net bonding capabilities arise from the Au–Au interactions, while the largest shares of the cumulative ICOHP per cell to the total bonding capabilities in the tin-containing compounds stem from the Au–Sn separations (Table 2).

In summary, the COHP method has been demonstrated to be a beneficial means for identifying the bonding situations in electron-poorer, polar intermetallic compounds composed of gold. Under consideration of the outcome of the bonding analyses reported for these materials to date, the largest ICOHP per cell are often observed for the heteroatomic gold–post-transition-metal contacts showing the largest percentages to the net bonding capabilities in these compounds.

3.3. The Role of Vacancies and Structural Preferences in Phase-Change Materials

The group of phase-change materials comprises those “intermetallic” compounds which can reversibly transform from amorphous to crystalline phase after irradiation with laser light [111–114]. Because the crystalline and amorphous phases of phase-change materials significantly differ in both reflectivity and resistance, these compounds can be utilized as rewriteable data-storage materials [111–113]. In particular, an application of a long pulse of a low-intensity laser beam heats the amorphous regions of the materials leading to recrystallizations (set pulse), while an application of a short pulse of a high-intensity laser beam locally melts the crystalline material forming amorphous regions after fast quenching (reset pulse) [111]. After having identified fast recrystallization and good optical contrast for GeTe and Ge_{11}Te_{60}Sn_{4}Au_{25} [115,116], diverse phase-change materials composed of different combinations of a tetrel element, a pnictogen, and tellurium have been discovered to date [117]. The quest for previously unknown materials suited for phase-change memory applications stimulated the impetus to identify the origins of the reversible phase transitions typically observed for phase-change materials. Because the measurements of the dielectric functions for phase-change materials revealed that the optical dielectric constants are evidently higher for crystalline than for the amorphous phases, it was inferred that the sorts of bonding significantly change between the two phases [118]. The subsequent developments of materials’ maps which were based on the ionicities
and hybridizations determined for the bonds in diverse compounds indicated that the phase-change materials are evident solely for small segments in these maps [117,119]. Additional examinations on the nature of bonding for the local structural arrangements in the amorphous phase of the phase-change material GeTe revealed that the tetrahedral fragments in the crystal structure are stabilized by the homoatomic Ge−Ge bonds [120]. In this section, we will present two applications of the COHP method to disclose the structural preferences for phase-change materials.

A prototypical representative of the group of phase-change materials is the ternary Ge$_2$Sb$_2$Te$_5$, which crystallizes with a rocksalt-type of structure in its metastable state [121]. Notably, an examination of that crystal structure for Ge$_2$Sb$_2$Te$_5$ revealed that vacancies of about 20 at.-% are evident for the occupationally disordered Ge/Sb sites [122]. To understand the origin of the presence of vacancies for the mixed Ge/Sb sites in the rocksalt-like structure of Ge$_2$Sb$_2$Te$_5$, the bonding situations were examined based on the COHP curves of three different compositions, i.e., Ge$_2$Sb$_2$Te$_4$, Ge$_{1.5}$Sb$_2$Te$_4$, and GeSb$_2$Te$_4$ [121]. A comparison of the COHP curves for the three different compositions (Figure 6) reveals that significantly antibonding Ge−Te and Sb−Te interactions are evident at the Fermi level in the germanium-richest telluride, while less and no antibonding Ge−Te and Sb−Te states are present at the Fermi levels in the germanium-poorer Ge$_{1.5}$Sb$_2$Te$_4$ and GeSb$_2$Te$_4$, respectively. Accordingly, it can be inferred that the presence of vacancies in the structure of the ternary phase-change materials corresponds to a reduction of the valence-electron concentration in order to optimize the overall bonding. In other words, nature gets rid of the antibonding states by expelling some of the electron-donating Ge atoms.

![Figure 6. COHP curves of Ge$_2$Sb$_2$Te$_4$ (left); Ge$_{1.5}$Sb$_2$Te$_4$ (middle); and GeSb$_2$Te$_4$ (right) [121]: the Ge−Te and Sb−Te COHP curves are shown in blue and red, respectively, while the Fermi levels are represented by the black horizontal lines.](image)

Recent research in the field of phase-change data storage materials has focused on the developments of materials suited for applications in storage-class memories beyond the scope of traditional phase-change materials. In that connection, chalcogenide superlattices (CSL) [123,124] and nanocrystals [125,126] were investigated for their capabilities to serve in such systems. In particular, interfacial phase-change materials (iPCMs) [127–129], in which the transformations do not occur between an amorphous and a crystalline phase, but between two crystalline phases, are of great interest as candidate systems. The more recent determinations of the crystal structure for the ternary Ge$_4$Se$_3$Te [31] (Figure 7) indicated that the type of structure observed for that chalcogenide may serve as an archetype for future PCMs. In particular, the crystal structure of Ge$_4$Se$_3$Te is composed of layers of germanium and the chalcogenides (Ch = Se/Te; note that the chalcogenide sites are occupationally disordered) with the stacking sequence of −Ch−Ge−Ge−Ch−. The stacking sequence...
of the germanium and chalcogenide layers in Ge₄Se₃Te is in stark contrast to that observed for α-GeTe, in which the layers of the tellurium and germanium atoms are arranged in a stacking sequence of −Ge−Te−Ge−Te−. At this point, one may wonder why there is a difference between the stacking sequences of the germanium and chalcogenide layers in Ge₄Se₃Te and α-GeTe.

![Figure 7](image)

**Figure 7.** (Left): Representations of the crystal structures of and structural relationships between (a) α-GeTe and (b) Ge₄Se₃Te: the crystal structure of the two chalcogenides discern the stacks of the layers of the germanium atoms and the chalcogenide atoms. (Right): (a) pCOHP curves and (b) DOE functions of Ge₄Se₃Te, α-GeTe-type Ge₄Se₃Te, and a Ge₄Se₃Te-type GeTe: the Fermi levels, \( E_F \), are represented by the black horizontal lines. Reprinted with permission from reference [31]. Copyright 2017, WILEY-VCH, Weinheim.

To understand the origin of the differences between the stacking sequences of the germanium and chalcogenide layers in Ge₄Se₃Te and α-GeTe, the COHP curves and Density-of-Energy (DOE) functions of Ge₄Se₃Te, an α-GeTe-type Ge₄Se₃Te, and a Ge₄Se₃Te-type GeTe were examined. The COHP curves for Ge₄Se₃Te and the α-GeTe-type Ge₄Se₃Te (Figure 7) indicate that there are antibonding Ge−Ch interactions at the Fermi level in the α-GeTe-type chalcogenide, while the antibonding Ge−Ch interactions are weaker at the Fermi level in the Ge₄Se₃Te crystallizing with its own type of structure, because the electrons have been reshuffled into Ge−Ge bonding interactions. Thus, the electronically unfavorable situation corresponding to antibonding states at the Fermi level is not alleviated by introducing vacancies as demonstrated in the previous paragraph, but by transferring electrons in tetrel−tetrel bonding states in a different type of structure. From a comparison of the DOE functions and their integrated values, it is even clearer that the adoption of its own type of structure instead of the α-GeTe-type is favored for Ge₄Se₃Te because of a significant loss of destabilizing interactions from the α-GeTe-type to the Ge₄Se₃Te-type. An inspection of the DOE function for a Ge₄Se₃Te-type...
GeTe reveals a lack of stabilizing energy contributions at lower energies and strongly destabilizing contributions at the Fermi level such that the $Ge_2Se_3Te$-type is not preferred for GeTe.

### 3.4. Itinerant Antiferromagnetism and Ferromagnetism from the Viewpoint of Chemical Bonding in Intermetallic Compounds

One of the very first approaches to conveniently describe and account for the occurrence of ferromagnetic states in metals and their compounds was provided by the chemical theory of the collective electron ferromagnetism, which establishes a relationship between the incidence of ferromagnetism and the electronic band structures in metals and their compounds [130]. At this point, one may wonder how the presence of itinerant antiferromagnetism and ferromagnetism in metals and their compounds may be viewed from the perspective of chemical bonding. Indeed, the COHP technique can also be applied to the outcome of spin-polarized computations, thereby providing valuable information regarding the relationships between the itinerant magnetic states and the bonding situation in a given solid-state material. In this section, we will present some applications of the COHP method to spin-polarized first-principles-based computations on intermetallics.

An inspection of the non-spin-polarized COHP curves for $3d$ transition-metals ($T$; Figure 8) indicates that the Fermi levels in the ferromagnetic metals cross antibonding regions of the $T-T$ COHP curves [131,132]; however, in the case of the spin-polarized COHP curves for the ferromagnetic metals, the states occupied by the majority $\alpha$ spins lower in energy, while the states comprising the minority $\beta$ spins shift upward in energy. As a result, the formerly antibonding states at the Fermi levels have disappeared and the $T-T$ bonding has been strengthened (e.g., by 5% in bcc-Fe). The strengthening of the chemical bonding upon onset of ferromagnetism is smaller for cobalt and even smaller for nickel, and their magnetic moments and exchange splitting are also smaller. On the other hand, positioning the Fermi level in the nonbonding levels (such as for bcc-Cr) is a clear signpost for antiferromagnetism. Hence, chemically fine-tuning the valence-electron concentration (and, because of that, the Fermi level) to properly “hit” antibonding and nonbonding states yields a simple but rational recipe for making ferromagnets and antiferromagnets [133], even entire series of such materials. For instance, chemical bonding analyses using the COHP technique provided fruitful insights into the origins of the magnetic ground states for several (intermetallic) borides [134–137] such that the magnetic orderings of the respective borides may be “tailored”.

![Figure 8. DOS and transition-metal–transition-metal COHP curves of the 3d transition-metals in a non-magnetic regime: the COHP curves shaded in red correspond to transition-metals showing paramagnetic-ferromagnetic transitions, while the COHP curve of chromium exhibiting a paramagnetic-antiferromagnetic transition is shaded in yellow. Reprinted with permission from reference [131]. Copyright 2000 WILEY-VCH, Weinheim.](image-url)
Among the diverse binary compounds consisting of one of the 3d transition-metal, the nitrides are of fundamental importance for research as well as technical applications due to their roles in the production and hardening of steel [138]. In the case of the mononitrides, two different types of structure, i.e., the rock salt and zinc blende type of structures, have been proposed. To identify the structural preferences for the mononitrides, TN (T = Sc–Ni), the COHP curves of the nitrides were examined. A comparison of the COHP curves for the transition-metal mononitrides demonstrates that more antibonding T–T interactions are occupied as the valence-electron counts of the transition-metals increase. Furthermore, FeN and CoN tend to crystallize in the zinc blende-type of structure, because the antibonding T–T interactions are less pronounced in the zinc blende-type than in the rock salt-type of structure.

More recent research on the iron nitrides identified a previously unknown NiAs-type modification for FeN, which was obtained from high-temperature high-pressure syntheses [139]. An inspection of the non-spin-polarized DOS and projected COHP curves for the NiAs-type FeN (Figure 9) indicates an electronically unfavorable situation since the Fermi level falls in a maximum of the DOS and significantly antibonding Fe–N interactions. Because the Fermi level falls in minima of the spin-polarized DOS curves and the integrated values of the spin-polarized pCOHP denote net bonding characters for the Fe–N interactions, it can be inferred that the NiAs-type FeN alleviates the electronically unfavorable situation by approaching a magnetic state, once again. This conclusion is corroborated by the presence of a magnetic sextet in the Mößbauer spectrum of the NiAs-type FeN. An additional comparison of the integrated COHP values in the NiAs-type FeN to those in the zinc blende-type modification shows that the zinc blende-type FeN comprises shorter Fe–N contacts providing larger integrated pCOHP values relative to the NiAs-type compound and, hence, should be preferred.

**Figure 9.** Energy-volume curves (a), and pressure-dependence of the enthalpies (b) of the NiAs-type and ZnS-type polymorphs of FeN; non-spin-polarized and spin-polarized densities-of-states (c,e), and pCOHP curves (d,f) of the NiAs-type FeN; the Fermi level, $E_F$, is represented by the black horizontal line. Reprinted with permission from reference [139]. Copyright 2017 WILEY-VCH, Weinheim.
4. Conclusions

Because the information concerning the spatial arrangements of elements in a given material is of fundamental interest for the materials design, there is critical need to recognize the bonding situation in a given material in order to understand the structural arrangements and preferences. The extraction of the information regarding the chemical bonding from electronic-structure computations requires the use of efficient and reliable procedures. Since its introduction 25 years ago, the COHP method has been employed to identify the bonding situations in numerous solid-state compounds (and also molecules). As shown in this contribution, the COHP technique does not depend on the employed basis set and can be applied to the results of electronic-structure computations obtained using diverse quantum-chemical means. Furthermore, we demonstrated the applications of this method to identify the bonding situations in diverse (polar) intermetallic compounds, which are traditionally considered as black sheep in the light of valence-electron counting rules [76]. The COHP analyses of the rare-earth transition-metal halides enabled identification of these compounds as anti-Werner-fashioned complexes, whereas the applications of the COHP procedure to the electron-poorer polar intermetallic compounds indicated that these materials tend to optimize the overall bonding by maximizing the amounts of heteroatomic bonds providing the largest ICOHP per bond values. Furthermore, chemical-bonding analyses based on the COHP technique have allowed identifying the structural preferences for nitrides and phase-change materials that are relevant for technical applications.
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